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The SHELTR™ Program provides teachers, school administrators, cafeteria employees, maintenance 

staff and grounds keepers with training tools and techniques in which to keep their school safe from 

threats or crisis situations.  To assist in the efforts of keeping our schools and campuses safe from vio-

lence and crime, the addition of a School Resource Officers (SRO) is a valid option.  An SRO is a sworn 

Law Enforcement officer employed by a local police are sheriff’s agency to work closely with school 

administrators in an effort to create a safer environment for both students and staff.  The SRO SHELTR 

Training Program℠ provides the SRO current “School Violence Protection” Training-Tools-Techniques.  

Norhurst Tactical is a leader in both tactical defense and leadership 

training. The “Goal” of the SRO SHELTR Training Program℠ is to teach 

the SRO how to foster a strong and positive relationship with the youth.  

We  provide the problem solving, teaching, and communication skills 

that are vital in maintaining a positive learning environment.   

Norhurst Tactical offers an introductory 40 hour SRO SHELTR 

Training Program designed to teach Leadership and Communica-

tion skills.  It is vital that each SRO be a positive addition to the 

daily school environment and not seen as a penal system enforc-

er.  Experienced SRO’s may take our advanced Executive Leader-

ship Training Courses.  These upper tier courses are designed to 

teach cross functional management training at a group or squad 

level.  All trained SRO’s receive a “Lifetime” ENSSA  Membership. 

Norhurst Tactical has developed many courses dealing with school safety.  For more        

information on courses offered, please visit www.norhursttactical.com 

http://www.norhursttactical.com


What is ‘SHELTR’ Training℠    

School Hazard-Emergency-Lethal Threat Response (SHELTR™) Training provides Teachers, School Administrators, cafe-

teria employees, maintenance staff, grounds keepers, etc. with training tools and techniques in which to keep their 

school safe.  These tools and techniques are meant to show how to create daily security routines, “LOOK” for things 

Why is ‘SHELTR’ Training℠ Necessary 

Unfortunately schools around the world are becoming a target to foreign and domestic terrorism.  There are not enough 

law enforcement officers available to secure every location where a terrorist or terrorist organization may attack.  As it 

relates to the schools in America, it falls on the teachers, school administrators, staff, students and even parents to       

ensure THEIR school is made to be a safe environment. The “SHELTR” Training℠ courses and Tactical Protective 

How Prepared are Schools Today to Respond to an Active Threat 

It is extremely varied.  A schools ability to prepare for an Active Threat is based on funds available for that individual 

school (or school system), the current technologies of that schools local law enforcement, the Active Threat training  

local law enforcement has available, interaction the school (or school system) has with local law enforcement, etc.  Our 

research has shown that very few teachers (much less cafeteria workers, maintenance workers, etc.) in the US School 

systems are trained on Active Threat Response. In our preliminary research, we have not found any teachers that have 

been trained in Active Threat Response specific to their school. 
 

What Actions do Schools Need to Take  

Schools need to become secure environments.  Each school needs to develop a secure plan for that individual 

school.  Generic training does not effectively train School faculty, administrators, and staff on the protective measures 

necessary to keep their specific school safe.  Each building design, operating protocols of the schools operations, even 

outside climates and terrain are different for every school.  Dedicated security and defense plans must be developed and 

What is an Active Shooter – Active Threat 

An ‘Active Shooter’ is one or more individuals actively engaged in systematically and/or randomly killing, or             

attempting to kill people in a confined space or other populated area utilizing a series of different weapons.  An 

‘Active Threat’ acts in the same manner as an Active Shooter to create a deliberate and immediate threat and/or  pre-

sents an imminent danger to the campus community. This may be in the capacity of using Stabbing Weapons, Taking             
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